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19
th

 March2014 -  the Numsa moment  
1. We assess the Numsa-led national strike of 19th March  
2. WIVP message of support to the marches; call for solidarity with Platinum strikers 
3. Should we call for a boycott or a critical vote for Wasp? We publish some articles 
4. The rise of fascism in Ukraine 
5. We expose the imperialist policy of the SA govt in higher education 
6. We expose the City of Cape Town’s planned evictions in Newfields Village 
7. Stop the persecution of Socialists in Tunisia 
8. Theses from the Comintern on what is revolutionary parliamentarianism  
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Editorial Comment 

WIVP is still debating the question of what our position on what our stand on the elections should be (at the time of 

going to press). It is a very important discussion which also shows the growth of the organization. We note that the 

Namibian Marxist Study group has called for, despite reservations, that we give a critical vote for the Wasp (Workers 

and Socialist Party) as it is the only Socialist group in the elections.  

On the other hand, the masses in Boitumelong (Bloemhof) in the North West, have already given an answer to the Wasp 

Manifesto. On Tuesday 8th April 2014, they burnt the houses of 6 policemen in their area. What the Wasp leaders want, 

is for us all to go to the masses there and argue that they are wrong, what is actually needed is to build a common forum 

with the police that are shooting them like flies and arresting many of them. We argue for independent self-defence 

committees. We are still waiting for Wasp to respond to our critique. The masses in Egypt, Ukraine, Syria, where the 

police are the extension of the brutal regime, confront them under conditions where arrest means a death sentence. 

The Wasp would say, no, we need a partnership with the executioners. SA is not unique, it part of the capitalist world 

where imperialism dominates, Egypt and Syria shows what imperialism may attempt to do here in the future. The 

nationalist vision of Wasp disarms the masses politically. We need revolutionary internationalism.  

The Numsa moment and the strike of the 19th March, is a giant step against parliamentarianism- we need to strengthen 

this trend.  

We include, for politically arming the activists and deepening the debate, a copy of the Comintern Thesis (that both 

Lenin and Trotsky had input in) on what is revolutionary parliamentarianism.  

Towards an assessment of the Numsa-led United Front strike of 19th March 

The International state of the class struggle 

As with other capitalist crises, since 2008-9 the capitalists have attempted to place the full burden of the current round 

of crisis onto the backs of the working class. After several such recent crises, the 1996-1997 and 2003, on a wide scale, 

the traditional leaderships of the masses have become discredited as they have been spearheading the attacks on the 

masses, on behalf of monopoly capital. Thus since 2011 there has broken out a world- wide revolt against the capitalist 

regimes. From Greece, to Tunisia, to Egypt, Mozambique, Chile, China, Brazil, USA, Turkey, ‘Israel’,Malawi, Sudan, 

Central African Republic, South Africa, etc.  

We have seen the Occupy Wall Street movement, the indignados, the occupation of the squares (Tahrir, Athens, 

Spain,etc) and the break out of mass strikes. Due to the inexperience of the new forces coming out on the street, some 

of the uprisings have been hijacked by reactionary forces (Libya, Egypt, Tunisia, CAR). In Lorain County in Ohio, an 

Independent Labour Party was formed and the masses rejected both  the Democrats and Republicans and won, in a 

municipal election, 24 out of 26 seats. The first task of the ILP was to restore the gain that all contracts for the city be at 

union rates and under union conditions.   

With the taking of the masses to the streets marks a strong move of the working class away from parliamentarism, ie 

there is a loss of faith in parliament and the other capitalist state institutions. The committees springing up in the 

squares and in the streets unite workers from different parties and from different unions with the unorganised. What 

has been absent on the streets are real revolutionary working class parties that could have directed the struggle to its 

conclusion. In the USA, military veterans from the Iraq invasion of 2003, marched in the streets and threw away their 

medals. Families had received only $12 000 upon their loved ones coming home in body bags while much of the 

manufacturing industry, except for the military, having been shifted by US companies to slave camps in China. Today 
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only 13% of the masses support either Senate or Congress. When the US tried to invade Syria there was an 

unprecedented outcry that forced the military to back down- this is a new constraining factor on the world’s major 

imperialist power, a change in the world’s balance of class forces. The Communist parties such as in Greece, split the 

workers by calling their own demonstrations during general strikes and have formed human chains to protect 

parliament from the masses. In Syria, the Communist parties have sided with the Assad regime (and have been in 

government with him for decades) against the masses. The greater industrialization of China has brought with it the rise 

of workers’ organization, albeit at a low level- for example in 2012 there were more than 100 000 strikes in China as 

workers resist slave conditions and attempts at privatization. Although the ex-USSR has been shattered and there has 

been the restoration of capitalism, there is still a historical memory of nationalization and ongoing resistance against 

privatization.  

The Marikana moment 

Over the years, thousands of workers have left Cosatu when they realized that the ANC-SACP in government were the 

instrument being used by monopoly capital to control the masses. Many more remained in Cosatu but tolerated the 

leadership, now and then breaking out in open revolt.  On the 16th Aug 2012 was the first time that big capital, the 

government and a section of the Cosatu leadership worked together to massacre a group of workers who had not only 

risen in revolt but who had also broken from their control. What followed was the biggest mine workers strike in our 

history and this was essentially a strike against the ANC-SACP control of the unions. What is often lost sight of is that 

the majority of the mineworkers on strike were NUM members.  The setting up of independent mine worker 

committees that united workers irrespective of union or political affiliation together with workers from the surrounding 

mine workers communities, was the beginning of workers’ power structures last seen in the 1980’s, but at a higher 

level. In the 1980’s the working class held illusions in the ANC and SACP; by 2012 workers had made their experience 

with the ANC and SACP and had begun to break from them. The Marikana strike wave was a political strike but the 

inexperience of the new layers of leadership led to many of the mineworkers leaving NUM and Cosatu and falling into 

the hands of the opportunist AMCU leaders. The NUM leaders were too glad to see them go as it weakened the 

resistance in NUM to the leaders and assisted them to maintain control. WIVP raised the call for a special Congress of 

NUM for the workers to take control of it and to replace the treacherous leaders, but the call was not heard while others 

on the left supported workers breaking from Cosatu to join Amcu.  

Once NUM was split, the capitalists went on the offensive, with mass retrenchments. In Namibia, where the Marikana 

strike wave was also felt, the biggest union, the teachers union, went on strike  against their own leadership. We made a 

call for the teachers to remain in NUNW but they chose to split from it and to form an ‘independent’ union. NUNW has 

been weakened and conversely the grip of the Swapo bureaucracy in it has been strengthened.  

The Marikana massacre is part of the world wide response of the imperialist-capitalists, namely that when the 

traditional leaderships of the masses are discredited, there is an increasing reliance on brute force to maintain control.  

The Numsa moment 

According to the research report of the Forum for Public Dialogue, more than 60% of Cosatu shopstewards would 

support a new workers party if Cosatu were to form one. This is a reflection of how far the base of Cosatu has moved 

from the ANC and SACP. So far it is only Numsa that has been bold enough to call a special congress to evaluate the role 

of the alliance and to decisively break from the ANC and SACP. But even within Numsa there is the left wing and the 

right wing, but for now the left wing and centre holds sway.  
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Why is the United Front necessary? 

A United front is one of the tactics to win the majority of the masses  to the revolution.  Unless the revolutionary party 

has the support of the masses, the revolution will not succeed. In revolutionary times, we find that the masses are to the 

left of the shopstewards and local leaders  while the shopstewards and local leaders are to the left of the national 

leaders. Many of the national leaderships are in the hands of the conservative ANC and SACP. The United front is one of 

the tactics to try to win the masses away from the support of the ANC and SACP and other capitalist leaderships and 

towards the revolutionary Socialist forces. For the moment, the active revolutionary core is centred around Numsa and 

the worker base of Amcu (albeit for the moment, captured behind the reactionary Amcu leaders), while the key 

revolutionary forces in Samwu, Fawu, Sactwu, Saccawu, etc, are for the moment, held back by the conservatism of their 

leaders . To a lesser extent a revolutionary core also extends to Giwusa ,Csaawu and the grassroots social movements.  

But the key in any workers United Front is for the revolutionary party, and in its absence, the revolutionary forces, in this 

case Numsa, to clearly define its programme, while retaining at all times its right to criticize any of the leaderships of any 

of the groups in the Front.  

The difficulties in organizing the strike  

The entire capitalist apparatus, the state, the mass media, the Cosatu leaders are all trying to focus the masses’ minds 

on the elections. Although the Numsa-led strike was formally on a socio-economic basis, it was in reality a political strike 

against the capitalist state. Thus the approximately 20 000 who marched in the streets and the approximately 20 000 

who stayed at home on that day (these are conservative estimates) is a reflection of the class consciousness of the 

active revolutionary core who realize that they have to stand up and oppose the state. The Fawu, Saccawu, Samwu and 

the Cosatu leaders did not mobilise for the strike (and we can be sure that the ANC, SACP and Cosatu leaders were 

actively organizing against the strike). In fact in Boiketlong (Sebokeng) the mayor organised to be there at 9am to 

address the masses- this was to consciously sway the masses from attending the march. The masses did not go in large 

numbers to the march from this area. In Cape Town the MJC appeared to be under instruction (likely from the ANC) to 

not join up with the Numsa march- the Numsa committee even offered that the MJC march on Palestine and Egypt be 

at the head, but still the leaders refused. We spoke to the MJC marshalls who all supported the joining of the 

marches- they criticised the MJC as weak and stupid for their refusal. As the MJC march passed the Numsa-led march , 

the workers still saluted the march and thereby expressed their desire to unity- this further exposed the MJC leaders. 

Some Numsa members marched with the MJC march and then returned to the worker march. We are sure there were 

similar attempts around the country to weaken and destabilise the Numsa-led marches. The march was a consciously 

organised protest against the alliance and its policies, this march was not for direct and immediate benefit to the 

workers. Thus the less advanced workers did not see the need to go out on strike. The base of the EFF did not attend 

and thus it is clear that their leaders did not actively organise for the marches.   

What are the strengths and some of the lessons emerging from the strike? 

The Numsa-led strike has given the entire working class greater confidence to stand up against the policies of the 

capitalist regime. It has provided a beacon from which to provide leadership to the rest of the working class, not only 

locally but regionally and internationally. It provides the basis for Numsa to challenge other affiliates of Cosatu to hold 

their own special Congresses so that the militancy of their base can be reflected in their leadership and policy directions.  

The revolutionary militancy of Numsa was not enough to get millions out on to the street yet, but provides a reality 

check of the forces that have already been won to working class independence and the magnitude of the task that lies 
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ahead. Considering that most union meetings for the year would have started only from the end of January, the 

achievement of a national strike, with several marches, considering the inexperience of the Numsa organisers and 

worker leaders in organising a strike and genuinely trying to involve community based movements, is remarkable. 

Despite all the technical hiccups, a new layer of workers and organisers have gained experience from which future 

battles can be prepared. Given the short time to mobilise, it may have been better to combine the strike with lunch time 

pickets and pickets at municipal offices to enable more workers to participate in industrial areas and in communities.   

In the Cape Town march the Fawu speaker felt he had to raise the slogan of ‘Viva ANC, Viva SACP’ – this was met with a 

lukewarm response but given that hardly any Fawu members attended, shows the need to build a ‘united front from 

below’.  

One of the ways of building the ‘united front from below’ is to revive the Cosatu industrial and residential locals around 

future campaigns. For example, in the recent struggle of Boiketlong (Sebokeng) where the community barricaded the 

roads in support of their demand that the state buy the land and start building houses, a demand they had been fighting 

for, for more than 5 years, the community and Numsa members combined- when the community blockaded the 

entrance to the neighbouring industrial area, the workers (many of them from Numsa) joined the protest and within 2 

days the state was forced into agreement, stating they had bought the land and already dispatching surveyors. With 

revived residential locals it would bring the organised working class into local struggles and give them a more thorough-

going solidity. These links would then also strengthen struggles on a broader political level.  

No working class can remain permanently on the march; after the 1984-1990 the masses began to tire and this allowed 

a bureaucracy to gain control over the unions. The Marikana moment and the current rising tide of working class revolt 

once again provides the basis for breaking the hold of the bureaucracy over working class organization. Various tactics 

are needed to win the masses over to the revolutionary Socialist forces.  

The small but significant support from about 60 Nehawu members at CPUT, who not only came out to picket at lunch 

time in support of the Numsa strike, shows what is possible if the message of Numsa reaches the base of Cosatu. This 

group also raised their own demands for an end to labour broking as well as supporting the demand for a Special 

Congress (They signed a petition in support of Numsa and the Special Congress). This should be built on.  

As the masses begin to break from the ANC-SACP there has been a temporary vacuum. Politics however does not allow 

vacuums and a host of opportunist forces have reared their heads that have won space within the masses, chief among 

them being the EFF. Thus it was correct to invite them although it is necessary to make a sharp critique of them on 

issues such as nationalization and their half-way position. The EFF has a fascistic trend within it (for example its claiming 

that the police are our friends; also in Sebokeng, when a community member was killed by one of the ANC members, 

the EFF took over the funeral and even the community, under threat of guns, were not even allowed to attend the 

actual burial- the community has developed the tactic of allowing all political parties active in the community to raise 

their positions but once a decision has been reached in a general meeting, it is binding on everyone).  

Drawing on international experience, in Ukraine the left combined with some fascist groups and allowed a coup against 

a democratic govt (with all its shortcomings) which has now resulted in a fascist regime- workers organizations are now 

being smashed, etc. So we need to be careful how we relate to groups that have a different programme. 

A concrete action programme is what will unite workers and take workers through the experience of where their 

leaderships really stand.  But the assumption is then that Numsa and the working class has already clearly defined its 

own programme.  
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What is the main class struggle at the moment and how can the United Front intervene? 

Undoubtedly the main struggle of the moment is the strike of the 80 000 Platinum workers. Although Numsa members 

on these mines are on strike, the question remains as to how to build further support while starting to gain the ear of 

these workers and begin the process of exposing their leaders.  

Drawing on the past strike, it is important to develop a process that is slower but that brings more and more sectors of 

the working class on board. The central demand of R12 500 could be a good base line for a minimum wage. Thus a 

possible way forward could be to call a press conference to outline a programme of action if the bosses do not meet 

their demands- steps could include calling general meetings for one week, the setting up of broad factory committees 

which unite all unions and even non-union workers around a campaign to support the Platinum miners and a minimum 

wage of R12 500, daily lunch time pickets the next week and if the strike is not settled by this Monday, that notice of 

strike action (solidarity strike 7 days) could be given. The strike could take the form of extending lunch times by 5 min 

every day in 2 weeks time. [This draws on the experience of the Norwegian railway workers who stopped their trains for 

2 minutes in 2009 when Gaza was being bombed- every day they stopped 2 minutes longer.] Here is an opportunity to 

raise the call for action against Anglo American and other monopolies over transfer pricing and the trillions that they 

stole over the years- the call can be raised for the expropriation of the mines, without compensation, to be placed 

under workers’ control.(for example the article by Ben Fine and others state that R700bn was stolen by the mines in 

2007 alone).  Just the propaganda value of it will be great, at the same time it takes account that at the moment we 

need to do more work to win workers out to strike and takes account of the economic climate; of course, these mine 

workers will then forever be won to supporting Numsa and in future we may even win them back to Cosatu to kick the 

butts of the NUM bureaucracy. A similar process could be called for in communities and this campaign could be used as 

a basis to revive the community locals with a backbone of Numsa and Cosatu shopstewards.  

Mayday campaign and a draft Workers Manifesto 

But Numsa is not a workers party and the aim of the United front has to be to lay the basis for a future workers party. 

The ANC has 300 000 members but gets over 10 million votes. Thus the party represents the most active members of 

those who support its programme. Thus the workers party needs to gather a few thousand  of an active core around a 

revolutionary programme.  

So how to combine this process of developing a programme and to intervene in the election process? It is rather obvious 

that Cosatu will use Mayday to campaign for the ANC. What Numsa and the broad front can do is develop a DRAFT 

Workers manifesto. You could even have general meetings in April at factory and in communities. Reach out to all 

organizations of the working class, even to NUM and AMCU  to ask what the workers demands are. Numsa could 

prepare a draft for circulation. If the process is based on grassroots general meetings then it would be a form of a 

‘united front from below’. Numsa could then go to all the Cosatu rallies and circulate thousands of copies of its draft 

Workers Manifesto, insisting on speaking rights. The issue of a 40 hour week, won in 1886 but workers in SA are still 

fighting for it, the Freedom Charter promises it- how can the leaders argue with that? The process could lead up to a 

conference of the left which can be combined (or followed by) a workers summit to work out concrete steps to a 

programme of action to achieve the Workers manifesto. The process should involve communities also gathering their 

demands for inclusion in the Workers manifesto and the workers summit should also involve representatives from the 

communities.  24.3.2014 
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Report on mass meeting at UWC 27.3.2014 

Numsa Regional Secretary was at UWC tonight with a houseful of mostly youth and some workers of Nehawu. There was 

not a single voice that supported the Cosatu national's position (as much as the delegate tried his best to give the 

position) - everyone supported the Numsa position, ably spelt out by cde Vuyo.  

 

cde Vuyo was clear and to the point that the SACP, which was supposed to be the voice and vanguard for Socialism was 

in fact the defender of the ANC's capitalist policies and indeed part of govt and left their socialism outside the gates of 

parliament.  

 

Even the Sasco speakers were calling for the breaking of the alliance as too were the Nehawu members and community 

members and Equal Education.  

 

It was also raised from the floor that unless the United Front prepares the way for the programme for a real Communist 

party, our struggles will come to nothing. The working class needs to wield political power in its hands to ensure 

nationalization without compensation and under workers control, takes place. This is as opposed to the halfway 60-40 

wishy washy position of the EFF. This position was also supported in the meeting 

 

The Numsa position was criticised as concentrating too much on an individual and not so much on the issues. The 

Numsa cdes answered by giving a clear stand on the building of the United Front in struggle. Cdes from the floor raised 

the question why Numsa was not doing more to stand by the Platinum strikers. Good question- why be scared of labels 

when at the end of the day, it is our class brothers and sisters who are on strike for the historic R12 500- surely here is a 

base line for the national minimum wage? The workers at Marikana were NUM members, Amcu was not leading the 

strike- in fact the workers formed committees against both unions and uniting all workers. The 80 000 workers on strike 

can only be won back to Cosatu by the organised working class taking concrete steps to support them- their fight is 

political. Anglo American is on record for stealing through transfer pricing of over R200bn every year- surely they should 

be investigated for looting. surely this is much bigger than the Nkandla?  

 

Everyone in the meeting, except the Cosatu speaker, supported the Special Congress of Cosatu and that it should have 

been called within 14 days.  

 

All in all Numsa spoke, the masses in the meeting heard and after all was said and done, the masses supported Numsa. 

What a historic step forward. Viva Numsa 

 

This is why the Cosatu leaders try to block discussion bureaucratically- they know their position is indefensible. 
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Workers International Vanguard Party message of solidarity to Numsa  

Workers International Vanguard Party  salute Numsa for its bold initiative to break from the ANC and SACP and their 

DA-inspired youth slavery programme.  

 

• Anglo American and other mining monopolies have stolen (and still steal) more than R200 bn every year through 

transfer pricing, mislabelling and tax evasion. A further R400 bn is repatriated from SA to the shores of London 

and New York where 85 capitalists own more than half the world’s wealth. During 2007 these mining 

monopolies stole R700bn (the mines label Platinum as Palladium and pay less tax). Here are the funds for full 

employment but the govt does everything to support the very capitalists who are the biggest rogues and 

thieves. Anglo American not only steals Trillions but is also refusing to pay the striking mineworkers a living 

wage- they have been on strike for R12 500 for 7 weeks now. The mines should be expropriated, without 

compensation and placed under workers control- this is the way to full employment. 

• Our concern is that the Cosatu leaders have not challenged the theft by the imperialists; our concern is that they 

are campaigning for workers to vote for the very party that stands for youth slavery; our concern is that the 

Cosatu Investment company Kopano ke Matla and the Mineworkers Investment company have taken a stake in 

the R50bn locomotive contract. The Chinese contractor CSR is on record to have supplied defective locomotives 

to Namibia which had to be withdrawn from service within days due to massive structural defects- the same 

contract does not involve real local manufacturing but assembly of parts produced in slave camps in China. The 

same CSR did not even deliver on the 95 pilot locomotives last year but now, on the 17th March, the entire 

contract goes ahead. The Public Protector should investigate this corruption.  

• Under apartheid, the old regime used to charge tax on profits at a rate of 48% but the ANC govt has reduced tax 

on profits down to 28%. The very capitalists who are responsible for not creating jobs for the youth are now 

being paid subsidies by the ANC govt.  

• The ANC is opening up ‘special economic zones’ (something supported by DA, Cope and EFF)- here there are no 

minimum wages, no benefits such as pension, even no minimum age. The big danger is that many companies 

will, as they did in the days of apartheid, close down, and move to the slave zones. 

• Many companies may claim the subsidy for ghost workers (as they did pre-1994) 

• We call on all affiliates of Cosatu to follow Numsa’s lead and break decisively from the ANC and SACP 

• Forward to a Special Congress of Cosatu to prepare a fighting action plan on an independent basis, with 

leadership who have decisively broken from the capitalist alliance with the ANC and SAP 

• Join Numsa United front, which unites all workers, irrespective of affiliation, unionised or in communities.  

• Forward to the building of a revolutionary working class party, locally, regionally and internationally 

• Forward to Socialism! 

•  

From the Political Committee of the Workers International Vanguard Party ph 0822020617 workersinternational@gmail.com 

19.3.2014    1
st

 Floor, Community House, 41 Salt River rd, Salt River, 7925 website www.workersinternational.org.za  

For a more on the ANC-DA youth slave scheme, read http://www.workersinternational.org.za/wagesubsidy25.6.2012.htm 
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Boycott 2014 elections or critical support of Wasp? 

There are a number of WIVP comrades as well as revolutionaries outside our ranks who are raising the question of 

support or critical support for Wasp (Workers and Socialist Party) in the 2014 elections.  

Some of the main arguments raised for critical support of Wasp are as follows: 

1. The Wasp is the only party standing in the elections that is openly for Socialism and that stands for the 

nationalization of the mines under workers’ control; 

2. WIVP did not have the resources to contest the elections; 

3. The Wasp approach and their Manifesto amounts to revolutionary parliamentarianism and is an exposure of 

parliament; 

4. There is no revolutionary situation in the country and the region and thus participation in parliament is 

compulsory to help expose parliament from within, while supporting the mass struggles on the outside; even if 

there was a revolutionary situation, then in this case, support for Wasp (or revolutionary participation) is 

necessary to help dispel the last illusions of the backward sections of the masses in parliament; 

5. Millions still have the illusion that parliament will bring an improvement to their lives and revolutionary 

participation will help unmask it; 

6. Despite Wasp being opportunist, a call for critical support for them is necessary so that the worker base that 

supports them will see in practice how the Wasp leadership will betray the masses in parliament; it will also 

open up the possibility of discussion and working together between the WIVP and the base of the Wasp.  

What is the moment in the class struggle in the world? 

Over a long period, the traditional leaderships of the masses have implemented the attacks of the world capitalist-

imperialist classes against the masses. Since about the beginning of 2011, the masses have begun a world-wide open 

revolt against parliamentary structures and their capitalist leaders, succeeding in places, to overthrow them but not yet 

being organised or experienced enough to take power in their own class interests. The Marikana revolt was part of the 

world process of breaking from the capitalist leaderships of the masses. The imperialist-capitalist classes, have been 

increasingly reliant on brute force to maintain their control. The Marikana massacre of 16th Aug 2012 was also an 

expression of this as is the stated policy of the ANC regime for the police to ‘shoot to kill’. The accelerated killings by the 

police of unarmed protestors in SA since the start of 2014 is also part of the international imperialist policy of brute 

force to crush working class resistance.  

The December 2013 Numsa Special Congress, which adopted resolutions formalizing the break from the ANC and SACP, 

a plan of mass action towards the nationalization of the mines and towards setting up a process towards a revolutionary 

working class party to spearhead the struggle for Socialism, could be seen as the highest expression of resistance, on a 

global scale, of the organised working class against the capitalist system. The Numsa Congress has already begun to 

make its mark through the 19th March national strike against the Youth Employment Incentive Act, in essence a political 

strike against the regime.  

The opportunist and pro-capitalist nature of the Wasp 

While the 2012 mine strike brought into existence mine workers committees that united workers irrespective of union 

affiliation and members of the surrounding mine worker communities, the Numsa strike brought together organised 
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metal, chemical and farm workers together with numerous community-based social movements and some left groups. 

Both Numsa structures and the mine workers committees are anti-parliamentary structures.  

Turning independent structures of the class into election structures 

Due to the inexperience of the leadership of the mineworker strikes, many of the mineworkers split from NUM to join 

Amcu, a step which DSM supported. Their leaving NUM has strengthened the hold of the ANC and SACP over the 

remaining members, while weakening the union. A revolutionary class policy would have organised the mine workers to 

take over NUM to spearhead the breaking of Cosatu from the ANC and SACP. Thus the Wasp and DSM helped turn an 

independent class formation (the workers’ committees) into an economistic, trade union struggle. 

When the DSM started mobilising for the Wasp, a key component was for it to take part in the 2014 elections. We quote 

from the DSM invitation letter in January 2013 when the DSM was mobilising for the Wasp launch on 21st March 2013:  

‘the Workers and Socialist Party should campaign on a socialist programme to contest the national election in 2014’ 

Thus, while the mineworkers were breaking from parliament, the DSM was turning the eyes of the masses towards it.  

The Numsa resolutions and its 19th March national strike turn the eyes of the masses into organization against 

parliament. Thus the Wasp is in opposition to the revolutionary essence of the Numsa Congress resolutions.  

Partnership with the police 

In its 2014 Manifesto, the Wasp claims that it is for working class independence and for strengthening the struggles 

outside of parliament. Yet in its Manifesto, the Wasp calls for ‘genuine community policing forums’. Thus the Wasp 

wants community and worker organization to form a partnership with the very police that has as its prime function, the 

defence of private property, the riches of big capital. The Wasp claims that the police are workers and are in need of 

better training.  We say that many police may have come from working class backgrounds, but once they are become 

police they are no longer workers. Their class function is daily to battle against the working class and to keep it in check 

from overthrowing the capitalist class. How can the Wasp lead any struggle for nationalization when they are in 

partnership with the very police who are shooting to kill in defence of monopoly capital?  

Wasp covers up on the imperialist control of SA and the region- they are national Socialists 

The Wasp manifesto claims that ‘ the ANC leadership is the capitalist class’. This is not true. BEE shareholding is only 3% 

of the wealth on the Johannesburg stock Exchange (JSE). The ANC govt are merely the local managers for imperialism. 

The ANC govt have been bought off for a few crumbs from the imperialist master’s table. Most of the wealth in SA and 

indeed in Southern Africa and Africa, is in the hands of imperialism. The major player in Southern Africa is US 

imperialism. The Wasp claims that it is South African companies that are spreading across Africa, whereas these 

companies are merely fronts for imperialism. Why does the Wasp shy away from showing the true relation of 

imperialism to control of SA and the region? It is because the Wasp is national socialist. Take Sasol for example, a 

supposed SA company- its shareholding shows that the US banks are the main shareholders. Even the SA Reserve bank, 

is controlled by JP Morgan Chase, the main shareholder of Anglo American, that also controls most of Namibia, 

Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland and Zambia. Thus the struggle for the working class to take power in SA is directly linked 

to a struggle for the working class to take power in Southern Africa as indeed it is also linked to the struggle of the 

masses in the USA and elsewhere against US imperialism. SA soldiers are in the DRC protecting the mines of Anglo 
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American but the Wasp wants to give the impression that it is SA companies that are plundering Africa. The Wasp has a 

nationalist vision of the struggle for Socialism. 

Wasp Manifesto is silent on Amcu leaders’ attacks on worker committee leaders 

The Wasp wants Amcu to affiliate to it but the Manifesto is silent on the victimization of the ex-mineworker committee 

members, some members of Wasp, by the Amcu leaders. This is opportunism to get votes from the Amcu base rather 

than use the election platform to clarify to workers who their real friends and enemies are. 

Main Wasp candidate was involved in the corrupt arms deal, tenders, BEE and privatization 

The Wasp claims that the fight against corruption is one of their major fights. Yet their first candidate (their ‘presidential’ 

candidate) is Moses Mayekiso. Mayekiso admitted that he went to Sweden to promote a deal with arms manufacturer, 

SAAB, in exchange for funding for a training centre in SA. Mayekiso was CEO of Sanco Investment company that was 

involved with partnerships with ABB (a US imperialist energy company) to form Ilima, to tender for electricity projects of 

Eskom. Mayekiso had 0.25% shares in Nexus Connexion, a BEE company that was crucial in the privatization of 

telecommunications and the setting up of Neotel (the second landline operator which still has Nexus Connexion as its 

BEE partner). In all cases mentioned above, the imperialist companies would not have won their tenders if it was not for 

the support of ‘big names’ like Mayekiso. How different is the Wasp from the SACP which talks Socialism but acts to 

advance the interests of big capital? 

The Wasp manifesto claims to be against corruption, against BEE, against tenders and against privatization. The DSM is 

fully aware of the recent history of Mayekiso, yet they still made him the main candidate. Yes, Mayekiso was an ex-

Numsa General secretary, but his track record over the past 20 years is a total break from working class positions. So 

why did Wasp/Dsm do this? How can workers take them seriously about corruption, nationalization, BEE, tenders, when 

their first candidate was involved in corruption, tenders, BEE and privatization? The reality is that the Wasp is 

opportunist; the placing of Mayekiso as the main candidate, over the heads of workers, shows that expediency and 

votes takes precedence over principle.  

Lenin writes in State and Revolution that upon the attainment of a democracy, the capitalist class and the middle class 

lose all their revolutionism. In other words, in the fight against feudalism and the nobility, a section of the capitalist class 

and the middle class may, from time to time, side with the protests, but once a democratic republic is achieved, the self 

interest of the capitalist class and the upper middle class takes them over into direct opposition to working class 

interests. Is this not the case of the middle class leader, Mayekiso, who posed militant before 1994 and once he gained 

his position of privilege, lost all his revolutionism?  

DSM/CWI have a history of reformism and opportunism 

The DSM is part of CWI (Committee for a Workers International) that has a history of long term entry into capitalist 

parties like the ANC and British Labour Party. They have some Members of Parliament in Ireland and other countries. 

While talking Socialism, they use the fight for reforms to tie the masses to parliament. Yes, any small gain or reform is 

welcomed but the central task of revolutionary parlimentarianism is to expose the bourgeois parliament, to discredit it 

and thereby promote the independent organization of the working class outside parliament and against it. While the 

police are killing the masses, the Wasp argues that they need more training and are even prepared to form joint 

structures with the police (instead of promoting independent committees of self-defence outside of parliament). The 

Wasp claims to fight for nationalization but its main candidate has a history of promoting privatization.  
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So we must question why, when the mineworkers committees were the dominant power on the mines, did they DSM 

promote the formation of a party to take part in elections? The only conclusion that we can come to is that, consciously 

or unconsciously the DSM/CWI, when the masses are breaking out in revolt against the system, will play a counter-

revolutionary role to contain the fight within the bounds of capitalism.  

There are those who argue that despite the opportunism of Wasp, that we critically support it 

Giving critical support to workers parties that are supported by the masses but that are as yet not exposed, is possible 

under certain circumstances, for example if it opens up avenues of discussion between revolutionaries and the worker 

base and allows the workers to make their own experience so that they eventually come to the realization that their 

leaders are treacherous. We argue that the manifesto and the choice of top candidate already exposes the nature of 

Wasp and the DSM. Are there mechanisms to further expose Wasp before the elections? Yes.  

Those who believe that Wasp is Socialist or that want to expose Wasp through the election process, should put the 

following to them: 

1. Remove and denounce the candidature of Moses Mayekiso because of his involvement in the Arms deal, his 

involvement in tenders and privatization; 

2. Remove the clauses on strengthening police forums and training of the police; call for the formation of 

independent, armed workers’ self defence committees under direct working class community control 

3. Include in your manifesto a condemnation of the Amcu leaders for their attacks on the mine worker leaders and 

warn them about their role in isolating the mineworkers struggle for R12 500 from the broader struggle of mine 

workers and more general demand of R12 500 for all workers; 

4. If, as you claim, you put workers struggles first, why did you not use your R 300 000 +  election deposit as a 

contribution to the strike fund of the Platinum mineworkers?  

5. Explain clearly how imperialism is the ruling class in SA and how the ANC leaders are their managers (replace the 

clause that says that the ANC are the capitalist class). Link this to how imperialism controls the region and how 

the struggles of the working class here are thus inter-connected; 

6. Scrap the clause in the Manifesto which says that ‘Capitalist governments are rarely required to work out some 

conspiracy to hold the oppressed down’. This politically disarms workers. For example, it is clear that the ANC 

government conspired with the Lonmin bosses to brutally suppress the strike; in fact their plan resulted in the 

Marikana massacre and when the masses rise again, the capitalist govt will conspire again. In fact capitalist govts 

always conspire against the masses. The Intelligence report against Vavi was not the product of a ‘rogue 

element’ but was the result of a conscious conspiracy by the ANC govt to facilitate his removal.  

This is how to further expose the Wasp/Dsm leaders. It is not necessary to call for a critical vote for them and warn of 

some future betrayal. They have already presented such evidence.  

Boycott 

But there is another reason why we should not call for any vote for the Wasp: the process to shaping the character of 

the revolutionary working class party that Numsa workers are debating, is still very open. Why should we strengthen the 

centre and right wing within the workers movement and that even exists within Numsa, towards an electoral party. A 

call to vote for Wasp will support this rightward trend that imperialism will latch onto and even support, if it means that 

the masses will once again be contained as they were contained for many years under rule of Lula’s PT (Workers’ Party) 
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in Brazil. Imperialism is looking for new ways to contain the masses, now their existing horses are discredited- why 

should we give credibility to the bourgeois parliament?  

Thus we would be supporting the revolutionary gain made at the Numsa Congress that:  

‘ In 2014, NUMSA as an organisation must endorse no political party whatsoever.’  

This clause marks the beginning of a break from parliamentarianism, a trend that we should support with all our might.  

In the light of this and of all of the above, we propose that the best course is to call for a total boycott of the elections, 

to issue our own Manifesto and to continue to support the class struggles outside of parliament.  

To those who say there are cases of intimidation where workers may be too weakly organised to resist, we say that we 

call for a total boycott and workers in those circumstances should do whatever it takes to survive, if it means spoiling the 

ballot or whatever measure they deem necessary.  

5.4.2014    a proposal From the WIVP Political Committee workersinternational@gmail.com ph 0822020617  

Letter from the Namibian Marxist Study Group 

6 April 2014 

Comrades, the position of the Marxist Study Group (Namibia) is that we should call for a critical vote for WASP. We 

obviously support the call for socialism and for a mass workers' party to take the struggle forward. WASP is the only 

socialist organisation in this election and should therefore get our critical vote. Bourgeois elections are usually moments 

of heightened political awareness and provide the left-wing with opportunities to get its message out. Of course, we 

should highlight the parliamentarism of WASP and the problematic choice of presidential candidate, but we should use 

this to continue to conscientize. We consider the call for a spoiled ballot unfortunate as a socialist formation is 

participating in the elections. Forward to a mass workers' party! 

A metal worker responds to Wasp 
6 April  

Comrades, 

I respect the views of those among us particularly, who are for the support of others (WASP particularly). To me this 

shows that we have thinkers, which itself is to us as revolutionaries one of the building blocks. However, in the same 

vein as we are revolutionaries, we should be able to ‘distinguish whether a light at the end of a tunnel is a beacon of our 

objective or the light is that of an oncoming train; and we should then pro-act accordingly.  

Now, comrades, I need to try to respond to WASP as a challenge to our revolutionary view; and by so responding I will 

try to bring forth understanding of our identity and role. 

 Boycott 2014 elections or critical support of Wasp? 

For the reasons given, we as WIVP cannot support the 2014 elections and WASP. This is precisely because unlike WASP 

we do not have borders that prescribe workers apart from the working class objective: but we endorse workers as a part 

of working class; we are internationalist and not regionalist; and therefore our role is that of the vanguard that we are. 
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 Partnership with the police: 

The police are a part of the State’s violence. Yes they are wage earners, but that is too little to endorse them as workers. 

Those among us who were there in the mid-1980s will remember the ‘kits- konstabels’ for instance: these instant police 

were recruited mainly from criminals, given quick training on how they must shoot to kill, and they were let loose on the 

masses of the Unite Democratic Front- Moses Mayekiso among others surely remembers this. When the country turned 

democratic the government took those police in to work as the police that they were. Today we see the police 

perpetrate violence like they ever did. So WASP might as well be telling us that the police of the Apartheid state were 

good! 

Comrades, let us not wittingly be caught- whether willingly or unwillingly- within the fray of South Africa’s politics of the 

evolution of the state machinery. That would mean that we would be losing sight of our goal. Our theory, comrades, 

consists in part of the realization of Socialism. Here, therefore, we do not make use of trial-and-error methods, for these 

belong in the museum of antiquities, nor must we allow distortionist organizations to trick us into partnership; rather, 

let us be guided by the Marxist dialectic as dispensed by Marx, Engels, Lenin, and the Bolshevik party especially of their 

time. 

Comrades, the little that I have contributed should be expanded in accordance to who we are. 

Yours in struggle   K a metal worker 

Call for Solidarity with the Platinum strikers 

4 April 2014 

This is a simple call to the Numsa members who are meeting this weekend to dedicate this month's subs, or at least R50 

of it, to your union, for feeding the families of the Platinum strikers and other needs of the strike committee. This will 

give life to the great slogan of 'an injury to one is an injury to all'. What a great step forward to the United Front this 

would be- indeed a united from below. 

Call to Numsa to take up transfer pricing 

 
29 March 2014  

The Secretary  Numsa cde I Jim 

 

We salute Numsa for its bold stand on working class independence. No-one can childishly accuse Numsa of 

concentrating on an individual as the 19th March general strike was a clear demonstration of direct class action on 

issues that are close to the hearts of the majority of the working class. On the other hand, you may have the most 

revolutionary programme but who will implement it? Defence of positions against attacks from the capitalist elements 

are vital. 

We salute the solidarity of Numsa members in the Platinum strike. We have outlined some suggestions of solidarity 

actions in our document on the assessment of the strike. We know that even these are not easy to implement, 

considering you have just come out of a strike. Thus we make an additional proposal to yourselves to consider laying a 

charge at SARS against Anglo American and a charge with the Public Protector against SARS for their failing to collect tax 

from transfer pricing from Anglo American.  
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This could be linked with a campaign to nationalise the mines. The attached research document (see pg 9 thereof) which 

clearly spells out that theft by the mines has been going on for the past 50 years. In addition in 2007 over 20% of GDP (ie 

R700bn) was stolen.  

These are all factors which, if raised by Numsa could help encourage the strikers and build a bridge between Numsa 

members and the strikers. This would be another building block to winning them back to Cosatu, which could change the 

balance of forces within NUM against the current bureaucracy there.  

These are mere suggestions, which we request that you consider. 

Yours in the struggle for Socialism 

 

WIVP 

For a workers united front to defeat fascism in 

Ukraine 

26.2.2013 

The coup in Ukraine on Sat 22nd Feb 2014 which brought to power a fascist coalition backed primarily by US imperialism, 

is part of a world trend towards fascism as a desperate measure by imperialism-capitalism to maintain its control. The 

coups in Mali, Central African Republic, the massacres of anti-regime protestors in Sudan, the civil war in CAR, the coup 

in Egypt, the support of imperialism for the butcher Assad and the support of imperialism for the bourgeois opposition 

there, the building up to an attempted coup in Venezuela,  are all expressions of the same trend. 

International factors 

US imperialism is facing strong challenge on home soil- the very worker base that it depends upon to act as means to 

terrorise the masses of the world, has been severely weakened. In fact only 19% of the US masses support the 

Republicans and Democrats in the Congress and Senate. Recently the Independent Labour Party won 24 out of 26 seats 

in a local election in Lorain County in Ohio. This reflects that the US masses is not only rejecting the Democrats and the 

Republicans but is beginning to realise that they need to win political power to advance their interests. These are the 

factors that prevent US imperialism from a direct mass deployment of troops as they did in 2003 in Iraq. In fact the US 

military is wanting to downscale their army and increase their reliance on mercenaries and drones. This is because they 

realize that an armed mass that is wanting to organize to take political power into their own hands, poses a major threat 

to the rule of capitalism, not only in the USA but threatens the world system of exploitation. 

Internationally, the puppets of imperialism and the parliamentary structures have been exposed to a large extent. 

Virtually every country has the masses on the march against their own regimes. Over the past 3 years, despite heroic 

struggles of the masses, nowhere have the masses succeeded in establishing working class power. Thus imperialism has 

realised that in order for them to maintain capitalist control, seeing that their puppet rulers are largely discredited, they 

have to increasingly depend on brute force. Thus massacres of anti-capitalist and anti-regime protests, are on the 

increase. This part of a deliberate policy of imperialism. This is the context of the Marikana massacre, the massacres of 

the masses in Egypt, Sudan, CAR, Syria, etc.  

But the rise of fascism is not inevitable. The masses are resisting it and need to take urgent measures in our common 

fight against it and the world capitalist system.  
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US imperialism is the major force behind the fascist coup in Ukraine 

Around the 6th Feb 2014 a telephone conversation between US assistant secretary to the EU and Asia, Victoria Nuland, 

and the US ambassador to Ukraine, was leaked. Nuland openly supported the very forces that have come to power in 

the coup of the 22nd Feb, namely the party of Yatsenyuk  and convicted thief Yulia Tymoshenko (Fatherland party), the 

Strike party (UDAR – Ukrainian Democratic alliance for reform) of boxer Vitalie Klitscho and the fascist party (Svoboda) 

of Oleh Tyahnybok (which is affiliated to the French fascist party of the National Front). The fascist forces in Kiev had an 

ample supply of arms which we conclude could only have come through the support of US imperialism. Over the past 

few months Republican McCain and other US officials have made trips to Ukraine and even addressed crowds of 

capitalist and fascist supporters. While US imperialism is busy cutting food stamp programmes to the US worker, Nuland 

was busy handing out bread to the facist supporters in the main square in Kiev. Nuland, in her conversation, with 

ambassador Pyatt, openly criticized the EU (‘Fuck the EU’) which reflects that the coup was not only about wanting to 

establish a fascist iron rule over the Ukrainian masses but also about US imperialism extending its sphere of influence at 

the expense of German and French imperialism. (German imperialism, through its control over Gazprom and Russian 

banks, are the indirect controllers of the Russian regime).  

How the left assisted the rise of fascism 

The RCIT (Revolutionary Communist International Tendency)  issued a leaflet on the 18.12.2013, calling for neither 

support for Brussels now Moscow and calling for militant trade unions to be formed when the main task of the day was 

to defeat the fascists. What was called for was a united front with the working class base of the Yanokovitch regime in 

defence committees to physically defeat the fascists. This meant forming a bloc with the Yanokovitch regime to defeat 

the fascists without giving it political support. Thus demands could have been placed such as for the mobilisation and 

arming of all the workers, the bussing in of workers from the industrial east to defeat the fascists. The Yanokovitch 

regime would have been further exposed and the way forward to unity in action with the working class base of the 

regime would have been prepared. But what the RCIT and others who promoted the ‘ sit-on-the-fence’ approach did, 

was to disarm workers politically and physically. This follows from their labelling of the Russian regime as imperialist, 

whereas it is a semi-colonial regime under the thumb of German imperialism. The Yanokovitch regime was a semi-

colonial regime, with limited bourgeois democratic rights, coming  under attack from an imperialist-backed fascist coup. 

What was needed was defence committees against fascism but what the RCIT did was to promote union structures, thus 

diverting the masses from the main task of defeat of the fascists, in fact the masses were demobilised at the very time 

that the fascists were mobilised.  

In calling for workers committees at every workplace along with the formation of self defence committees there, the 

way would have been prepared not only for the fascists to be defeated but also for the setting up of a workers’ 

government.  

By calling for no support for either side, the RCIT raised the same argument as the Stalinists in Germany in the early 

1930’s that allowed the Nazi party to come to power (the Stalinists refused to form a workers united front with the 

Social Democrats against the Nazi party- and with the working class divided, Hitler came to power in 1933). When 

Trotsky was released from jail in 1917 and the Kornilov counter-revolution threatened, he went straight to his former 

jailers to propose an action bloc against the fascist Kornilov- in so doing, he united the Russian workers from the Social 

Revolutionaries , Mensheviks and Bolsheviks, against the counter-revolution and in the process exposed the Social 

Revolutionary and Menshevik leaders who hesitated in taking decisive measures against the counter-revolution.  
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The RCIT bows to bourgeois illusions when they write in the same statement of 18.12.2013 that  

‘We do not exclude in advance the possibility that a massive crackdown of the movement by the Yanukovych 

regime might change the character of the demonstrations and transform them into legitimate democratic 

resistance. But this is not currently the case’ 

They say that if the Yanokovitch regime really cracks down on the fascists, they would oppose this- apparently fascists 

have rights too, according to the RCIT. No, we cannot put the fascists on the same footing as the masses. We cannot 

make bourgeois rights sacrosanct when faced with counter-revolution. The fascists don’t ask your rights before they 

shoot you down, why should they be given bourgeois protection just as the imperialists demand for these protections 

for the killers on their payroll so that they can go on with the bloody work unhindered.  

The Way forward- a workers united front against fascism  

The situation is still fluid, the coup regime has yet to consolidate its grip over the terror apparatus of the state. We call 

for a united front with the Ukraine Communist party and all worker organizations to organize workers and soldiers 

committees in every area and in all factories mines and workplaces, and for committees of self-defence as part of these 

committees, to defend working class organizations including the Ukrainian Communist party against the fascists while 

preparing the ground to disperse the coup govt. Unban the Ukrainian Communist Party, lift all the restrictions against 

language and culture and all steps by the coup regime.  Forward to a workers’ govt based on grassroots committee. 

Forward to a revolutionary working class party in Ukraine, the region and internationally.  

Short note on Venezuela 

The central task is to defeat the fascist attacks that the bourgeoisie have launched- these are the same bourgeoisie that 

have grown rich under the Bolivarian regime. Secondly it is important to expose the true bourgeois nature of the 

Bolivarian regime. 

Thus we call for the formation of a workers united front with the base of the PSUV to defeat the fascists. Workers 

committees need to be set up in the food and all other sectors so that these can be seized and placed under workers’ 

control. The food stocks that the capitalists are hiding should be seized and handed over under workers control, for the 

use of the masses- this is the way to end the fake price hikes. We should call for these steps but we are sure that the 

Maduro regime will be found wanting, coming up short in this programme and their true bourgeois character exposed. 

This programme we propose will pave the way not only for the defeat of the fascists but for the setting up of a workers’ 

government under the direct control of the masses. We cannot allow the fascists to defeat the masses in Venezuela. 

The failure of the world’s left to defeat the fascist regime of Assad, is being felt around the world. Urgent steps need to 

be taken to also support the Syrian masses against the internal capitalist foes as well as the Assad regime.  

WIVP 26.2.2014 

Message of support to the masses in Ukraine 

8th March  Comrades 

We salute your struggle against the fascist regime in Kiev. This regime is supported by US imperialism and only has a 

weak support in the masses, in fact they depend on the oligarchs they have bribed and a few thousand fascist thugs that 
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are armed by imperialism itself.  

 

The main task of the day is the mobilisation of the masses to defeat the fascist regime. Thus we support the call for 

immediate democratic elections but it can only be under the control of workers committees not the coup regime.  

While we support the demand ot the masses in Crimea and elsewhere for the right to a referendum on the question of 

autonomization, this has to go with the central demand for the defeat of the fascist regime in Kiev. Surely the working 

class in Kiev and surrounds are also our brothers and sisters and surely we must stand in solidarity with them. If the 

demand of autonomization is taken on its own then what could happen is that room is created for new oligarchs to 

emerge that are either aligned to the Russian mafia or a group that wants to become the new exploiters.  

Thus we stand for the self organization of the working class into committees in all mines and factories and workplaces 

and for the formation of self-defence units as part of these committees. This is the way to defend the gains of the 

October 1917 revolution and the struggles of the Ukrainian masses. We support a united independent Ukraine that is 

under the control of workers committees and councils (this is what we understand the meaning of a Soviet Ukraine to 

be) and within this struggle, if any region wants to also raise the call for autonomization, this should be guaranteed in 

advance. This means we form a united front against the coup regime in Kiev, based on the gauarantee, if the masses 

demand it, of the right of separation and or autonomization. 

 

Why has US imperialism installed a puppet regime? 

We draw comparisons with the decline of the Roman empire when in its last days the empire was based not on 

productive work but on parasitism and stealing from the masses in the ends of the empire. 

The capitalist economy is in decline, no new industries are being formed, thus to save its rate of profit, considering every 

square inch of the world is already divided up among the imperialists, is to begin to push out the control of other 

imperialists. The German imperialists have a large measure of control over the Russian mafia regime that also have 

extensive interests in Ukraine.  

 

US imperialism controls Poland and is well on the way to control Georgia. If they can control Ukraine it means that they 

would  

a) grab a larger part of the world's wheat and corn production and strengthen their monopoly (the Chinese companies 

investing in food in Ukraine are a front for US imperialism). This means massively increased food prices and US 

imperialism would increase its stranglehold over many millions of masses in the entire region, if not world wide; 

b) the Russian regime would be weakened militarily and US imperialism would more easily displace the influence of 

German and French imperialism and of the Russian mafia in the region.  

c) the offer of $1 bn from the US in 'aid' is poison as the conditions that go with it would be the following: 

- workers would no longer be able to retire at 45 but would have to work until 65- more workers will die at work of 

exhaustion 

-pensions would be cut and many of the public sector workers will have to take pay cuts (just see Greece where the IMF, 

US and EU gave loans- the pensioners are committing suicide and many eat from the dirt bins) 

- the imperalists would collapse the wheat market by introducing GMO (genetically modified) wheat that lasts only one 

season and then forces the wheat farmers to buy seeds from Monsanto- in other words, food production would be 

totally dependent on US companies. 

 

The reason why US imperialism has chosen a fascist regime is that all the old horses that used to control the masses are 

discredited, eg Yanukovitch and Tymoshenko and others. Thus they can only control through a sham of government but 

mainly through brute force.  

 

We should appeal to the worker and soldier in the USA to block any attempted invasion of Ukraine by the US 

imperialists. If Russia is claiming they are acting for the masses against the coup regime, let them arm the masses acting 

in their own self defence committees across Ukraine instead of wanting to secure their own military base and capitalist 

interests. Worker in Russia and the ex USSR states should mobilise their own workers committees and organize to 

establish workers control in their own soil.  
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Expropriate all the imperialist firms and that of the oligarchs, without compensation, place these under workers control; 

form a workers party to unite the active fighters against the capitalist regimes, forward to a worker controlled Socialist 

federation across Europe and Asia.  

 

Comrades, it is international finance capital that is funding and keeping the fascist regime in place- without international 

imperialism no fascist regime can stand. We should note that US imperialists also supported the Nazi regime in Germany 

and today they support the fascist regime in Kiev. Only the working class in struggle can defeat them. 

If imperialism succeeds in imposing fascism in Ukraine, the entire world working class is not safe. We offer our solidarity 

and support. We are with you, we depend on you. 

 

 
The masses defending the statue of Lenin in Ukraine 

We expose the imperialist govt policy in tertiary education 

The ANC election manifesto promises that they are moving towards free tertiary level  education. We show not only that 

this is a lie but that cuts are being implemented that attack current gains and are in line with policies of imperialist 

International Monetary Bank (IMF) to keep SA as a cheap labour economy, cutting public education expenditure, so that 

more funds can be diverted into the pockets of the big capitalists.  

What caused the funding crisis that led to the mass protests at universities this year? 

Firstly, the honourable Minister Nzimande saw fit to only increase the block funding for teaching grants by 4.2% for 

2013/14, by 4.7% for 2014/15 and  by 3.4% for 2015/16. Over the 3 year period the teaching grants go up from R12.1 bn 

to R13.1 bn. This means that university staff are facing wage cuts (below inflation ‘increases’) from this year and for the 

2 years following. In order to cope with rising costs therefore, universities have been forced to increase fees by 8-9%. 

Thus the bigger burden of higher fees being forced on the backs of working class parents, has come directly from govt 

policy and directly from SACP Minister Nzimande.  
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Secondly, the govt aim of increasing the number of FET students from 400 000 in 2011 to 1 million in 2014 and to 4 

million by 2030 means that more and more of the NSFAS funds are being diverted to FET colleges away from 

universities. This is robbing Peter to pay Paul. Thus even though NSFAS funding for  2012/13, of R3.3bn, increased by 

9.3% to 2013/14, ie to R3.7 bn, it should have increased much more to accommodate the 500 000+ more FET students in 

2014. Further, there are 2 new universities being brought into the education system this year so the increase in NSFAS 

and teaching funds should have been much more. Thus the NSFAS funding was actually cut and after the mass protests 

at universities, the honourable SACP Minister was forced to increase the funding by R1bn. The govt was forced to back 

down as this is an election year and they had to try to end protests among students as the control over the youth are a 

major factor for the ruling party in its bid to control the masses.  

The govt plans more cuts at universities 

Not only are funding cuts plans for staff at universities for the next 2 years but the NSFAS funding is also reduced, 

namely the ‘increase’ is only 6% for 2014/15 (to R3.9 bn)  and 4.6% for 2015/16 (to R4 bn).  To give an idea, to fund an 

extra 200 000 FET students  from 2014 to 2015 at a minimum cost of R10 000 per student, would cost R2 bn, yet the 

increase is only R400 million- this R400 million increase is not only for FET but for universities also. This R400 million 

increase does not even keep pace with real inflation.  Thus the claim that the govt is moving towards free education at 

tertiary level is a big lie. In the next 2 years, not only will fees have to go up, putting greater pressure on the shoulders of 

the working class parents, but less university students will be funded.  

Thus the slight ‘increase’ in funding for NSFAS from 2014 to 2015 will mean that more funds are diverted from 

universities towards the FET Colleges. This is part of the deindustrialization process that big capital has forced on the 

already small manufacturing sector in the country and reflects the global crisis of capitalism in deep terminal decline and 

stagnation. There is a move away from more scientists and engineers towards hairdressers and tour guides as spelt out 

in the NDP.  Thus in 2015 more exclusions from universities will take place. The stagnation of science is also reflected in 

the govt cuts to the Mathematics Institute (‘increases’ for 2013/14 of only 4.4%, for 2014/15 only 4.5% and for 2015/16 

only 4.2%- all way below inflation). 

FET Colleges and the downscaling of universities- a ticking time-bomb  

By 2011 there were 50 public FET colleges with 400 000 students; there were 403 private FET Colleges with 134 000 

students; yet only 277 of the 403 private colleges submitted data on their enrolment and pass rates. Only 18 of the 50 

public FET Colleges actually know what happens to their students when they leave. Thus, even with the increase in FET 

college students, no one knows if these students are actually getting work. In fact, considering that the economy is 

stagnating, it would be likely that many of them are also unemployed.  

In 1996, only 1 in 10 university students received NSFAS funding; by 2012 this had only risen to 2 in every 10 university 

students receiving NSFAS funding (only 20% , about 195 000, of the 950 000 university students receive NSFAS funding). 

But with the shift of funds to FET colleges, this figure is likely to either stagnate or drop. Thus with the current govt 

policy not only will higher education become even more out of reach of the working class parent, but more and more 

students will be driven to take out loans to fund higher education. Thus we face a situation like the USA where the debt 

that students take on for education may even become higher than housing debt and may, as in the case of the USA, take 

a lifetime to pay off. The private banks are the main beneficiaries of the SACP Minister’s Education policy. The planned 2 

years of community service after qualifying, has nothing to do with social responsibility, but everything to do with 

providing cheap labour for 2 years, for monopoly capital.    
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Thus, besides the lowering of skills of the student/youth pool, the only net effect of the change towards FET colleges, 

away from universities, is that the govt is able, with less money, to be able to keep more of the youth off the streets, for 

a longer period. In other words, the drive towards FET colleges has nothing to do with job creation but more to act as a 

tool of control of the masses, a tool of imperialism to postpone the revolt against the capitalist system that is currently 

brewing. Such is the imperialist policy of SACP Minister Nzimande. 

The way forward 

Thus it is important for youth, student and workers  organizations and unions in the education sector to break with the 

ANC and SACP. It is important to link up with struggles of the community and workers against the state and big capital- 

ultimately we are fighting the same fight. 

• Forward to quality, liberatory free education up to the highest level 

• Seize the assets of the mining corporates for the theft they have committed through transfer pricing and tax 

evasion for the past 50 years- here are the funds for education, health, housing and jobs for all 

• Expropriate the mines and banks, without compensation to the capitalists, place these under workers control 

• Kick out the current Nehawu and Cosatu leadership- they are the agents of the imperialist plans within the 

workers’ movement 

• Break the alliance with the capitalist and pro-imperialist ANC and SACP 

• Forward to a revolutionary working class party   16.2.2014  

References: 

1. Ministerial statement on University funding 2014/15 and 2015/16 November 2013 

2. ANC 2014 Election Manifesto 

3. Statistics on post-school education and training in South Africa: 2011 (Dept of Higher Education and Training) 

4. The National Development Plan 

5. FET Colleges Fail to meet great expectations (Michael Cosser) published on Sangonet 

6. The Death agony of Capitalism and the tasks of the Fourth International (also known as The Transitional 

Programme for Socialist Revolution) by Leon Trotsky (1938) 

We expose the plans of the City of Cape Town for mass evictions in Newfields 
Village (in Hanover Park) 

16 March 

 

The youth in Newfields Village are getting organised in support of their parents' demand for housing. They are meeting 

every Sunday at 5pm as the community meets to hear how the City of Cape Town's lawyers have sent out at least 20 

letters per week, demanding payment at pain of eviction.  

The community has struggled for years to have their defective houses fixed. To add insult to injury the residents have 

been charged higher monthly payments than was originally agreed.  

The residents are demanding that the houses be handed over to them while the govt and its agencies should still be held 

accountable for structural defects.  

The youth are starting to go on a campaign from Monday 17th March, by going to the housing MEC's offices (Madikizela) 

to put forward their demands, which include: 

1. land restitution (the land to be transferred to the residents) 

2. Housing (that the houses be handed over to the residents while holding the state responsible for the defects) 
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3. Jobs for the youth- that all youth be given decent work 

4. safety and security- that decent housing and employment for all provides the basis for getting rid of gangsterism 

5. Sports and recreation for the community 

6. health care- proper facilities and care especially for the elderly 

The residents and youth will be holding accountable the Cape Town Housing Company, the City of Cape Town, National 

Housing Finance Corporation.  

 

The residents are also discussing Numsa's call for a general strike on the 19th March for decent work for the youth and 

against youth slavery.  

for further information: 

Gary Hartzenberg ph 0723925859 Newfields Village Anti-Eviction Campaign 

 

 

STOP  the persecution to the writer and translator of the Socuialist Publishing House Rudolph 
Klement  in Tunisia: David Leandro Hofstadter 
 
The freedom of expression to write the story according to the knowledge of each journalist 
and/or writer is an inalienable right of any one who talks in its behalf.  
 
The National Affair Ministry and the Tunisia Government must stop this unprecedented 
persecution.   

Buenos Aires, April 07th 2014 

 
Mister Ambassador of the Republic of Tunisia in Argentina, 
 

1- Mister David Leandro Hofstadter, arrived at Tunisia yesterday night to perform his role as free-lance 

collaborator of Socialist Editorial Rudolph to investigate on the “Arab springs”. In the Airport of 

Carthage and has been detained by the local police. 

 

2- He is being submitted to ridiculous accusations, while he is isolated and treated as he was a terrorist. 

 

3- He is being accused of carrying on binoculars, bullet proof vests and a bayonet, among other things. The 

Argentinean Ambassador in Tunisia told us this after going to the airport and he received this report 

from the Tunisian police on the matter. This is ridiculous. All they had left to say is that he was carrying 

a helmet and a rifle in his hands. This means that in airport of Istanbul in Turkey there is no scanner. 

This is fallacy since there are scanners in all the airports of the world and they detect any kind of metal, 

even a simple scissor or clippers. 

 

4- Mister David Leandro Hofstadter travelled to Tunisia to work as a translator of Mister Jose Manuel 

Yantorno, and to collaborate with him as free lancer in the historiographic research on the Arab Springs. 

Both Mister David Leandro Hofstadter as Mister Jose Manuel Yantorno, had hotel reservations in Hotel 

Dar El Yasmine, on 7 Rue Chekh Mohamed Ennakhi, Soukra 2036 Phone: (0216) 25328268 / (0216) 

9896266; such reservations were made with an America Express International credit card. He had a 

place to stay as well as a date to leave the country. All those tickets and reservations were made by us, 

since we have made the contact between them and Tunisia. 
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5- In the airport Mr. David Leandro Hofstadter is isolated. So far any impartial authority has contacted him 

to state if he was carrying on those elements among his belongings and if it is true or not what the 

Airport Police of Tunisia states. So what we are witnessing a serious event that violates all the 

regulations of International Law, as we the Argentinean Chancellery and the Argentinean Ambassador 

are reporting us. The last went to the airport and authorities there did not allow him to have see Mr 

David Leandro Hofstadter in person. 

The aim of such actions is to keep Mr David Leandro Hofstadter detained. He is isolated; there is no 

impartial authority that can confirm the police accusation. He cannot meet with the Argentinean 

Ambassador. The Business Manager of the Embassy, Fernando Vallina was in communication with us 

all night, reporting us this extremely serious situation. Also we have been in contact with the 

Argentinean Chancellery on its night shift, Maria Arrieta and during the day with the office of 

“Argentineans Abroad” which is part of the Chancellery, with the chairwoman Maria Arrieta, who is 

following this case. 

 

6- Considering all these events Mr David Leandro Hofstadter is being accused of a felony that is not 

checked at all and it is completely inadmissible. 

 

7- Our concern increases since Mr Jose Manuel Yantorno should have communicated with us hours ago. 

He left in the Air France flight 393 on April 6th from Ezeiza to Paris and then he took the flight AF 1184 

from Paris to the Carthage in Tunisia that look of on April 7th at 12:35 France time and arrived at 2:05 

pm Tunisia time. That means he arrived at 10 am Argentina time. We were not able to contact him so 

far, nor via Skype, email or cell phone. 

 

8- We address to you so you can intercede in this serious anomaly that we are suffering today as free 

citizens of Argentina and the world. Lawyers and Members of Parliament with whom we will meet in 

the hours have told us that we should talk to you, since we are honest people, Argentinean 

intellectuals, editors of very important historical books. We know the risks of our jobs but that does not 

justify such a big attack, which we think is inconsiderate, by the Police authorities of the Airport of 

Tunisia against our contributors.  

Walter Nicolás Montoya 

Head of the Socialist Editorial Rudolph Klement Cellphone: 0054911 - 15-6198-1240 

E-mail: rudolphklement@yahoo.com.ar 

  

Clarification Note: 
Buenos Aires, April 7th – 4:40 pm 

 

We have just Heard that José Manuel Yantorno, writer of Socialist Editorial Rudolph Klement, is now in the 

hotel after the modification of his flight from Paris to Tunisia, since in that capital the company delayed the 

departure of his flight. Thus instead of arriving at 2 pm in Tunisia he finally arrived at 5:30pm Tunisia time and 

he checked in the Hotel at 8 pm. 

 

Of course this is a huge satisfaction. Anyway Mr José Manuel Yantorno have told us that we was interrogated 

and pestered in the Carthage and chased constantly by cars who followed his taxi on his way to the Hotel until 

he arrived to it. 
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We are making the Tunisian Government responsible of the safety and integrity of Mr. Jose Manuel Yantorno, 

while he stays in that country, and we demand the immediate cease of any kind of harassment.  

 

We also demand the immediate freedom of Mr David Leandro Hofstadter who is still detainee at the Carthage 

Airport and authorities do not even allow the Argentinean Ambassador visit him personally, as it was confirmed 

by the head of Business of the Argentinean Embassy in Tunisia, Mr. Fernando Vallina. 

 

Walter Nicolás Montoya  

Head of the Socialist Editorial Rudolph Klement 

 

Cell phone: 0054911- 15-6198-1240 E-mail: rudolphklement@yahoo.com.ar 

 

Theses on the Communist Parties and Parliamentarism 

1. The New Epoch and the New Parliamentarism. 

The attitude of the socialist parties towards parliamentarism was in the beginning, in the period of the First 

International, that of using bourgeois parliaments for the purpose of agitation. Participation in parliament was 

considered from the point of view of the development 

of class consciousness, i.e. of awakening the class hostility of the proletariat to the ruling class. This relationship was 

transformed, not through the influence of theory, but through the influence of political development. Through the 

uninterrupted increase of the productive forces and the extension of the area of capitalist exploitation, capitalism, and 

with it the parliamentary state, gained continually increasing stability. 

Hence there arose: The adaptation of the parliamentary tactics of the socialist parties to the ‘organic’ legislative work 

of the bourgeois parliament and the ever greater importance of the struggle for reforms in the framework of capitalism, 

the domination of the so-called minimum programme of social democracy, the transformation of the maximum 

programme into a debating formula for an exceedingly distant ‘final goal’. On this basis then developed the phenomena 

of parliamentary careerism, of corruption and of the open or concealed betrayal of the most elementary interests of the 

working class. 

The attitude of the Communist International towards parliamentarism is determined, not by a new doctrine, but by 

the change in the role of parliament itself. In the previous epoch parliament performed to a certain degree a historically 

progressive task as a tool of developing capitalism. Under the present conditions of unbridled imperialism, however, 

parliament has been transformed into a tool for lies, deception, violence and enervating chatter. In the face of 

imperialist devastation, plundering, rape, banditry and destruction, parliamentary reforms, robbed of any system, 

permanence and method, lose any practical significance for the toiling masses. 
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Like the whole of bourgeois society, parliamentarism too is losing its stability. The sudden transition from the organic 

epoch to the critical creates the basis for a new tactic of the proletariat in the field of parliamentarism. Thus the Russian 

Labour Party (the Bolsheviks) had already worked out the nature of revolutionary parliamentarism in the previous 

period because since 1905 Russia had been shaken from its political and social equilibrium and had entered the period 

of storms and shocks. 

To the extent that some socialists, who tend towards communism, point out that the moment for the revolution has 

not yet come in their countries, and refuse to split from parliamentary opportunists, they proceed, in the essence of the 

matter, from the conscious assessment of the coming epoch as an epoch of the relative stability of imperialist society, 

and assume that on this basis a coalition with the Turatis and the Longuets can bring practical results in the struggle for 

reforms. Theoretically clear communism, on the other hand, will correctly estimate the character of the present epoch: 

highest stage of capitalism; imperialist self-negation and self-destruction; uninterrupted growth of civil war, etc. The 

forms of political relations and groupings can be different in different countries. The essence however remains 

everywhere one and the same; what is at stake for us is the immediate political and technical preparations for the 

insurrection of the proletariat, the destruction of bourgeois power and the establishment of the new proletarian power. 

At present, parliament, for communists, can in no way become the arena for the struggle for reforms, for the 

amelioration of the position of the working class, as was the case at certain times in the previous period. The centre of 

gravity of political life has at present been removed finally and completely beyond the bounds of parliament. 

On the other hand the bourgeoisie is forced, not only by reason of its relations to the toiling masses, but also by 

reason of the complex mutual relations within the bourgeois class, to carry out part of its measures one way or another 

in parliament, where the various cliques haggle for power, reveal their strong sides, betray their weak sides expose 

themselves, etc. 

Therefore it is the historical task of the working class to wrest this apparatus from the hands of the ruling class, to 

smash it, to destroy it, and replace it with new proletarian organs of power. At the same time, however, the 

revolutionary general staff of the class has a strong interest in having its scouts in the parliamentary institutions of the 

bourgeoisie in order to make this task of destruction easier. Thus is demonstrated quite clearly the basic difference 

between the tactic of the communist, who enters parliament with revolutionary aims, and the tactics of the socialist 

parliamentarian. The latter proceeds from the assumption of the relative stability and the indeterminate duration of the 

existing rule. He makes it his task to achieve reform by every means, and he is interested in seeing to it that every 

achievement is suitably assessed by the masses as a merit of parliamentary socialism. (Turati, Longuet and Co.). 

In the place of the old adaptation to parliamentarism the new parliamentarism emerges as a tool for the annihilation 

of parliamentarism in general. The disgusting traditions of the old parliamentary tactics have, however, repelled a few 
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revolutionary elements into the camp of the opponents of parliamentarism on principle (IWW) and of the revolutionary 

syndicalists (KAPD). The Second Congress therefore adopts the following Theses. 

2. Communism, the Struggle for the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, and the Utilisation of Bourgeois Parliaments 

I 

1. Parliamentarism as a state system has become a ‘democratic’ form of the rule of the bourgeoisie, which at a certain 

stage of development requires the fiction of popular representation which outwardly appears to be an organisation of a 

‘popular will’ that stands outside the classes, but in essence is a machine for oppression and subjugation in the hands of 

ruling capital. 

2. Parliament is a definite form of state order; therefore it cannot at all be the form of communist society, which knows 

neither classes nor class struggle nor any state power. 

3. Nor can parliamentarism be a form of proletarian state administration in the period of transition from the dictatorship 

of the bourgeoisie to the dictatorship of the proletariat. In the moment of sharpened class struggle, in the civil war, the 

proletariat must inevitably build up its state organisation as a fighting organisation, into which the representatives of 

the previous ruling classes are not permitted. In this stage any fiction of the ‘popular will’ is directly harmful to the 

working class. The proletariat does not need any parliamentary sharing of power, it is harmful to it. The form of the 

proletarian dictatorship is the soviet republic. 

4. The bourgeois parliaments, one of the most important apparatuses of the bourgeois state machine, cannot as such in 

the long run be taken over, just as the proletariat cannot at all take over the proletarian state. The task of the proletariat 

consists in breaking up the bourgeois state machine, destroying it, and with it the parliamentary institutions, be they 

republican or a constitutional monarchy. 

5. It is no different with the local government institutions of the bourgeoisie, which it is theoretically incorrect to 

counterpose to the state organs. In reality they are similar apparatuses of the state machine of the bourgeoisie, which 

must be destroyed by the revolutionary proletariat and replaced by local soviets of workers’ deputies. 

6. Consequently communism denies parliamentarism as a form of the society of the future. It denies it as a form of the 

class dictatorship of the proletariat. It denies the possibility of taking over parliament in the long run; it sets itself the 

aim of destroying parliamentarism. Therefore there can only be a question of utilising the bourgeois state institutions for 

the purpose of their destruction. The question can be posed in this, and only in this, way. 

II 
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7. Every class struggle is apolitical struggle, for in the final analysis it is a struggle for power. Any strike at all that spreads 

over the whole country becomes a threat to the bourgeois state and thus takes on a political character. Every attempt to 

overthrow the bourgeoisie and to destroy its state means carrying out a political fight. Creating a proletarian state 

apparatus for administration and for the oppression of the resisting bourgeoisie, of whatever type that apparatus will 

be, means conquering political power. 

8. Consequently the question of political power is not at all identical with the question of the attitude towards 

parliamentarism. The former is a general question of the proletarian class struggle, which is characterised by the 

intensification of small and partial struggles to the general struggle for the overthrow of the capitalist order as a whole. 

9. The most important method of struggle of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie, i.e. against its state power, is above 

all mass action. Mass actions are organised and led by the revolutionary mass organisations (trades unions, parties, 

soviets) of the proletariat under the general leadership of a unified, disciplined, centralised Communist Party. Civil war is 

war. In this war the proletariat must have its bold officer corps and its strong general staff, who direct all operations in 

all theatres of the struggle. 

10. The mass struggle is a whole system of developing actions sharpening in their form and logically leading to the 

insurrection against the capitalist state. In this mass struggle, which develops into civil war, the leading party of the 

proletariat must as a rule consolidate all its legal positions by making them into auxiliary bases of its revolutionary 

activity and subordinating these positions to the plan of the main campaign, the campaign of the mass struggle. 

11. The rostrum of the bourgeois parliament is such an auxiliary base. The argument that parliament is a bourgeois state 

institution cannot at all be used against participation in the parliamentary struggle. The Communist Party does not enter 

these institutions in order to carry out organic work there, but in order to help the masses from inside parliament to 

break up the state machine and parliament itself through action (for example the activity of Liebknecht in Germany, of 

the Bolsheviks in the Tsarist Duma, in the ‘Democratic Conference’, in Kerensky’s ‘Pre-Parliament’, in the ‘Constituent 

Assembly’ and in the town Dumas, and finally the activity of the Bulgarian Communists). 

12. This activity in parliament, which consists mainly in revolutionary agitation from the parliamentary rostrum, in 

unmasking opponents, in the ideological unification of the masses who still, particularly in backward areas, are 

captivated by democratic ideas, look towards the parliamentary rostrum, etc., should be totally and completely 

subordinated to the aims and tasks of the mass struggle outside parliament. 

Participation in election campaigns and revolutionary propaganda from the parliamentary rostrum is of particular 

importance for winning over those layers of the workers who previously, like, say, the rural toiling masses, stood far 

away from political life. 
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13. Should the communists have the majority in local government institutions, they should a) carry out revolutionary 

opposition to the bourgeois central power; b) do everything to be of service to the poorer population (economic 

measures, introduction or attempted introduction of an armed workers’ militia, etc.); c) at every opportunity show the 

limitations placed on really big changes by the bourgeois state power; d) on this basis develop the sharpest 

revolutionary propaganda without fearing the conflict with the power of the state; e) under certain circumstances 

replace the local administration by local workers’ councils. The whole activity of the Communists in the local 

administration must therefore be part of the general work of disrupting the capitalist system. 

14. Election campaigns should not be carried out in the spirit of the hunt for the maximum number of parliamentary 

seats, but in the spirit of the revolutionary mobilisation of the masses for the slogans of the proletarian revolution. 

Election campaigns should be carried out by the whole mass of the Party members and not only by an elite of the Party. 

It is necessary to utilise all mass actions (strikes, demonstrations, ferment among the soldiers and sailors, etc.) that are 

taking place at the time, and to come into close touch with them. It is necessary to draw all the proletarian mass 

organisations into active work. 

15. In observing all these conditions, as well as those in a special instruction, parliamentary activity is the direct opposite 

of that petty politicking done by the social democratic parties of every country, who go into parliament in order to 

support this ‘democratic’ institution. or at best to ‘take it over’. The Communist Party can only be exclusively in favour of 

the revolutionary utilisation of parliament in the spirit of Karl Liebknecht and of the Bolsheviks. 

III 

16. ‘Anti-parliamentarism’ on principle, in the sense of absolute and categorical rejection of participation in elections 

and revolutionary parliamentary activity, is therefore a naive, childish doctrine below any criticism, a doctrine which 

occasionally has a basis in healthy nausea at politicking parliamentarians, but which does not see at the same time the 

possibility of a revolutionary parliamentarism. Moreover, this doctrine is often linked with a completely incorrect 

conception of the role of the party, which sees in the Communist Party not the centralised shock troops of the workers, 

but a decentralised system of loosely allied groups. 

17. On the other hand an absolute recognition of the necessity of actual elections and of actual participation in 

parliamentary sessions under all circumstances by no means flows from the recognition in principle of parliamentary 

activity. That is dependent upon a whole series of specific conditions. Withdrawal from parliament can be necessary 

given a specific combination of these conditions. This is what the Bolsheviks did when they withdrew from the Pre-

parliament in order to break it up, to rob it of any strength and boldly to counterpose to it the St. Petersburg Soviet on 

the eve of the insurrection. They did the same in the Constituent Assembly on the day of its dissolution, raising the Third 

Congress of Soviets to the high point of political events. According to circumstances, a boycott of the elections and the 
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immediate violent removal of not only the whole bourgeois state apparatus but also the bourgeois parliamentary clique, 

or on the other hand participation in the elections while parliament itself is boycotted, etc., can be necessary. 

18. In this way the Communist Party, which recognises the necessity of participating in the elections not only to the 

central parliament, but also to the organs of local self-government and work in these institutions as a general role, must 

resolve this problem concretely, starting from the specific peculiarities of any given moment. A boycott of elections or of 

parliament and withdrawal from the latter is mainly permissible when the preconditions for the immediate transition to 

the armed struggle and the seizure of power are already present. 

19. In the process, one should always bear in mind the relative unimportance of this question. Since the centre of gravity 

lies in the struggle for state power carried out outside parliament, it goes without saying that the question of the 

proletarian dictatorship and the mass struggle for it cannot be placed on the same level as the particular question of the 

utilisation of parliament. 

20. The Communist International therefore emphasises decisively that it holds every split or attempted split within the 

Communist Parties in this direction and only for this reason to be a serious error. The Congress calls on all elements who 

base themselves on the recognition of the mass struggle for the proletarian dictatorship under the leadership of the 

centralised party of the revolutionary proletariat exerting its influence on all the mass organisations of the workers, to 

strive for the complete unity of the communist elements despite possible differences of opinion over the question of the 

utilisation of bourgeois parliaments. 

3. Revolutionary Parliamentarism 

In order to secure the actual carrying out of revolutionary parliamentary tactics it is necessary that: 

1. The Communist Party as a whole and its Central Committee, already in the preparatory stage, that is to say before the 

parliamentary election, must take care of the high quality of the personal composition of the parliamentary faction. The 

Central Committee of the Communist Party must be responsible for the whole work of the parliamentary faction. The 

Central Committee of the Communist Party must have the undeniable right to raise objections to any candidate 

whatever of any organisation whatever, if there is no guarantee that if he gets into parliament, he will pursue really 

communist policies. 

The Communist Party must break the old social democratic habit of putting up exclusively so-called ‘experienced’ 

parliamentarians, predominantly lawyers and similar people, as members of parliament. As a rule it is necessary to put 

up workers as candidates, without baulking at the fact that these are mainly simple party members without any great 

parliamentary experience. The Communist Party must ruthlessly stigmatise those careerist elements that come around 

the Communist Parties in order to get into parliament. The Central Committees of the Communist Parties must only 
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ratify the candidatures of those comrades who have shown their unconditional devotion to the working class by long 

years of work. 

2. When the elections are over, the organisation of the parliamentary faction must be completely in the hands of the 

Central Committee of the Communist Parties, irrespective of whether the whole Party is legal or illegal at the time in 

question. The chairman and the committee of the communist parliamentary faction must be ratified by the Central 

Committee of the Party. The Central Committee of the Party must have a permanent representative in the 

parliamentary faction with a right of veto, and on all important political questions the parliamentary faction shall ask the 

Central Committee of the Party in advance for instructions concerning its behaviour. Before any big forthcoming action 

by the communists in parliament the – Central Committee has the right and the duty to appoint or to reject the speaker 

for the faction, and to demand of him that he previously submit the main points of his speech or the speech itself for 

approval by the Central Committee. A written undertaking must be officially obtained from every candidate on the 

proposed communist list that, as soon as he is called upon to do so by the Party, he is prepared to resign his seat, so that 

in a given situation the action of withdrawing from parliament can be carried out in a united way. 

3. In those countries where reformist, semi-reformist or merely careerist elements have managed to penetrate into the 

communist parliamentary faction (as has already happened in some countries) the Central Committees of the 

Communist Parties have the obligation of carrying out a thorough purge of the personal composition of the faction 

proceeding on the principle that it is much more useful for the cause of the working class to have a small, but truly 

communist faction, than a large faction without consistent communist policies. 

4. On the decision of the Central Committee, the communist member of parliament has the obligation to combine legal 

with illegal work. In those countries where the communist members of parliament enjoy immunity from bourgeois law, 

this immunity must be utilised to support the Party in its illegal work of organisation and propaganda. 

5. Communist members of parliament must subordinate all parliamentary action to the activity of their Party outside 

parliament. The regular introduction of demonstrative draft laws, which are not intended to be accepted by the 

bourgeois majority, but for the purposes of propaganda, agitation and organisation, must take place on the instructions 

of the Party and its Central Committee. 

6. In the event of demonstrations by workers in the streets and other revolutionary actions, the communist members of 

parliament have the duty to place themselves in the most conspicuous leading place at the head of the masses of 

workers. 

7. Communist members of parliament must use every means at their disposal (under the supervision of the Party) to 

create written and any other kind of links with the revolutionary workers, peasants and other toilers. Under no 
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circumstances can they act like social democratic members of parliament, who pursue business connections with their 

voters. They must be constantly at the disposal of the Party for any propaganda work in the country. 

8. Every communist member of parliament must bear in mind that he is not a legislator seeking an understanding with 

other legislators, but a Party agitator who has been sent into the enemy camp in order to carry out Party decisions 

there. The communist member of parliament is responsible, not to the scattered mass of voters, but to his Party, be it 

legal or illegal. 

9. Communist members of parliament must speak a language that can be understood by every simple worker, every 

peasant, every washerwoman and every shepherd, so that the Party is able to publish the speeches as leaflets and 

distribute them to the most distant corners of the country. 

10. Simple communist workers must appear in the bourgeois parliament without leaving precedence to so-called 

experienced parliamentarians – even in cases where the workers are only newcomers to the parliamentary arena. If 

need be the members of parliament from the ranks of the working class can read their speeches from notes, so that the 

speeches can be printed in the press and as leaflets. 

11. Communist members of parliament must use the parliamentary rostrum for the unmasking not only of the 

bourgeoisie and its hacks, but also of the social-patriots, and the reformists, of the vacillations of the politicians of the 

‘centre’ and of other opponents of communism, and for broad propaganda for the ideas of the Communist 

International. 

12. Even in cases where there are only a few of them in the whole parliament, communist members of parliament have 

to show a challenging attitude towards capitalism in their whole behaviour. They must never forget that only he is 

worthy of the name of a communist who is an arch enemy of bourgeois society and its social democratic hacks not only 

in words but also in deeds. 

                                                          

Nehawu members at CPUT in support of Numsa strike                              
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Internationale 

  Arise ye workers from your slumbers 

  Arise ye prisoners of want  

  For reason in revolt now thunders  

  And at last ends the age of cant.  

  Away with all your superstitions  

  Servile masses arise, arise  

  We'll change henceforth the old tradition  

  And spurn the dust to win the prize.  

     

  So comrades, come rally 

  And the last fight let us face  

  The Internationale unites the human race.  

  So comrades, come rally  

  And the last fight let us face  

  The Internationale unites the human race.  

     

   No saviour from on high delivers 

  No faith have we in prince or peer  

  Our own right hand the chains must shiver  

  Chains of hatred, greed and fear  

  E'er the thieves will out with their booty  

  And give to all a happier lot.  

  Each at the forge must do their duty  

  And we'll strike while the iron is hot.  

 
The Internationale was written to celebrate the Paris Commune of March-May 1871: the first time workers took 
state power into their own hands. Representatives were mandated on policy questions by their electors, they 
were recallable at any time and were paid wages that reflected those of their constituents. The distinction 
between legislative and executive arms of government was abolished. 
 

 
�umsa-led workers, striking while the iron is hot! 
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